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welcome to our world
take the tour and see a glimpse of what we’ve got in 
store for you
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about us
we are a fast-growing stationer, a printer & a 

packaging solutions provider based in sri lanka, 

engaged in both the consumer and commercial 

business domains. 

blessed and inspired with a deep-rooted history 

of well over half a century in the domain of printing 

and stationery, we have over the years inculcated 

to ourselves the formula of building a respected 

brand by offering unparalleled customer 

experience at affordable and competitive prices. 

we are a futuristic, dynamic, and trend-setting 

team of passionate individuals, striving to 

achieve consistent and sustainable excellence by 

delivering innovative, superior quality stationary 

and printing solutions to all our customer 

segments.





consumer business 
books and papers

writing tools business 
pens and felt pens

blessed with a 56 year 
old history in business, 

we specialize in manufacturing all kinds 
of books and paper-based products such 
as note-pads, spiral-pads, notebooks and 
various other types of papers for writing at 
home, office and school. 

we are equipped to 
manufacture pens and 

other writing tools such as felt tipped 
pens/water coloring pens and many 
other related writing tools in our modern, 
state-of-the-art writing equipment 
manufacturing plant.

commercial business 
printing and packaging

copier sheeter business 
photocopy papers

being certified by 
major quality systems 
certification bodies, both global and 
local, our b2b printing and packaging 
arm is geared to cater to a wide array of 
industrial printing and packaging needs in 
the landscape of art paper and box-board.

we are so far the only 
photocopy paper re-
packer in Sri Lanka to sheet, gather 
and pack photocopy paper in a fully 
automated environment under stringent 
quality parameters using premium quality 
indonesian paper.

core business verticals
we are a quadruple player with 4 main business verticals that propel the organization forward. 

specializing in the domain of printing & packaging, we offer a well-diversified gamut of products & 

services to cater to a greater multitude of needs under the domain.



machinery that makes the magic
offset printing in its true form, with our extensive line up of 
heidelberg machinery gives the superior look-n-feel to all 
our products, be it in consumer or commercial segments



consumer business
books and papers

in this retailing arm of our business, we are committed to deliver exceptional quality to end level 

consumers who seek modern-day stationery to fit and reflect their own lifestyles. we engage in 

continuous market research to provide the best that consumers  are looking for. we also undertake 

customized books printing [own label branding/OEM] in addition to our manufacturers’ brand 

products.



uv varnishing
seamless and blanket uv varnishing ensures durability over 
constant exposure to touch and lighting condition variations, 
whilst spot uv coverage creates a unique artistic impression. 



consumer business
books and papers

manufactured using supreme quality 70 gsm indonesian paper 

with covers coming in unique designs with vibrant colours, it offers 

the users a superior writing experience with its offset printed feint 

rulings along with rounded corners to provide elegance and safety.

being a 56 year heritage brand operating from 1956, we have 

come a long way with the schooling children of all ages through 

generations. this range of books are printed using high quality 60 

gsm indonesian paper with attractive covers presenting an array 

of breathtaking imagery in vivid colors.

having started with a pen that is manufactured ‘at home’ in a 

modern, state of the art manufacturing plant in a fully automated 

environment, mango has, during a short span of time, been able 

to almost fulfill the full range of stationery accessories that include 

coloring products, writing tools, adhesives, sporting gear, and 

many other clusters for home, school and office use.



CTP wrtiting
retaining the quality of images and fine artworks, 
with minute details being exact to the point with our 
kodak CTP machine with latest software



consumer business
books and papers

we undertake OEM/customized manufacturing of books, notepads 

& pens for pragmatic volumes of quantity. currently being the 

exclusive private label branded books manufacturer for sri lanka’s 

largest supermarket chains, we are well equipped and geared to 

cater to customized production requirements in same arena. 

we are well armed to undertake printing of all kinds of diaries and 

calendars. with machinery that are capable of producing high 

quality hard-cover bound diaries, leather case diaries, large format 

calendars, desk calendars and other similar products, we look 

forward to show-case our unparalleled quality, consistency and 

efficiency in this platform too.

with our specialized skills, experience and exposure in offset 

printing, we also undertake more delicate, complex and quality-

critical jobs on magazine printing. we print a few of sri lanka’s most 

sought-after magazines, delivering superior customer experience 

to both the magazine publisher as well as the reader.



men – machines – material 
super-talented cadre operating superior machines and using 
superior quality raw material such as boards and inks deliver 
superiority and nothing else!



commercial business
printing and packaging

we provide superior packaging solutions, primarily specializing in box-board printing but also 

possessing capability to accomplish many other forms of packaging requirements in today’s world. 

being currently a major supplier of cartons and point of sales material to sri lanka’s bluechip 

multinational FMCG and dairy companies, we are honored to serve a host of other esteemed clients 

representing a multitude of industries with varied requirements and delivering against extremely tight 

and stringent time-lines. 

we are equipped with latest technologies to deliver superior quality in a well-consistent manner and 

have an extensively trained and experienced cadre who are able to make the maximum of these 

equipment to deliver beyond standards. 



automated pasting machine
our automatic pasting machine is a few in the whole of asia 
and keeps us in comfortable grounds for any pasting tasks 
with its high efficiency and productivity.





heidelberg all the way
german technology infused with local expertise makes all the 
magic of printing exactly what one bears in mind-pictures. 

if you can dream it, we can print it!



commercial business
printing and packaging

we have thorough and robust quality screening processes and sorting work-flows that are rather 

time and resource consuming but eventually constitute to ensuring that the promise of quality is 

met without any compromise whatsoever and that nothing is left for chance, anywhere during the 

process. 

we continuously meet the visible and technical quality parameters set by our customers for each 

carton type and we are delighted to have been able to achieve persistent green signals at every 

quality test so far have had. 





hot stamp foiling and die-cutting with SBL
our SBL machines blended with veteran experts can produce 

the best-in-grade hot stamp foiling and other related finer 
finishing effects to boost the overall look-n-feel of products





writing tools business
pens and felt pens

armed with a fully automated machine set-up in our writing tools manufacturing plant, we are geared 

not merely to make pens but to deliver a whole new writing experience, by integrating global techno-

fusion and unparalleled standards of quality to the already futuristic manufacturing process.

we use superior quality low-viscosity inks that are ultra-glide and super-hi flow, enabling a smooth 

writing as never before to most of those who use economy class pens. 

our pen designs are sleek and stylish, making life-companions. 



ISO 9001

ISO 9706

ISO 14001

PEFC



copier sheeter business
photocopy papers

the newest addition to the portfolio of premium quality stationery is the 

premium-white photocopy paper. superior quality paper is sourced for 

manufacturing this product from one of the most renowned mills in 

indonesia with ISO 9001, ISO 9706, ISO 14001 quality systems & PEFC 

certifications.

we are the first and so far the only sri lankan photocopy paper brand to 

have the sheets cut, gathered and packed ‘at home’ using a state-of-

the-art machine, encapsulating modern technology of a fully automated 

end-to-end process drive in a single floor line. 

this photocopy paper is compatible with a multitude of printing and copying 

devices such as laser printers, copier machines, facsimile machines, litho 

& mono-inkjet printers. thorough technical tests have been carried out 

both by us team as well as by independent expert bodies on the quality 

of the paper and has been signaled green on all the parameters including 

the paper brightness, opacity, tensile strength, tear index, thickness, ph 

value & water absorption ratio etc.



the GREEN factory concept
we believe in a greener environment. all our factory complexes 
have a lot of greenery and beautifully landscaped vegetation of 

fruity, flowering and ornamental plants



our certifications
We are honored and endorsed by the world’s leading certification bodies for robust and consistent 

quality management systems as well as for superior hr practices within the entire organization. 

We are also licensed locally for ensuring environmental protection by properly managing the streams 

of waste disposals and emissions such as noise, air and water etc., as per the prescribed framework 

that is approved by the regulating body enacted by law in sri lanka. 

 

HACCP Codex Alimentarius
Certificate No.

LK15/0012

ISO 9001:2008
Certificate No.
CH15/0658

ISO 22000:2005
Certificate No.
CH15/0522

ISO 9001:2008
Certificate No.

175219-2015-AQ-LKA-RvA





learning never ends
we have cross functional teams that work 
together in achieving superiority along the 

lines of continuous improvements 

.

our promise
we commit to create an amicable work environment where learning & 

development happens each day in and day out, thereby unleashing the true 

potential lying hidden in each of our employees across functions and grades, 

which will eventually make the best of our infrastructure and other resources 

to bring a delightful experience to all our stakeholders – the customers, the 

partners, sales channels and the extended supply chain. 



corporate information

Company Name

Mailing Address

Registered Address

Sales Office Address 

Flagship Store Address

Bankers 

PRINTXCEL [PRIVATE] LIMITED

Po Box 7, Athurugiriya, 10150, Sri Lanka

No. 164/4-A, Rathna Mawatha, Bakmeegahawewa Road, Pore, 

Athurugiriya, 10150, Sri Lanka

No. 478, Maradana Road, Colombo 10, 01000, Sri Lanka

Telephone: +94 11 269 5868

Promate World, Race Course Promenade, Reid Avenue,

Colombo 07, 00700, Sri Lanka 

Telephone +94 11 268 6809

Bank of Ceylon 

Sampath Bank PLC



for

BOOKS & PAPER SOLUTIONS
+94 77 478 8399

nishath@promateworld.com

nishath de alwis
head of corporate sales

[consumer business - local sales]

ask nishath

for

EXPORTS & FORIEGN TRADE
+94 77 041 5716

milinda.rodrigo@promateworld.com

milinda rodrigo
manager - foreign trade

[export business]

ask milinda

for

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
+94 77 789 2062

duminda.perera@promateworld.com

duminda perera 
chief operating officer
[packaging business]

ask duminda

inquiries
ask our veterans

we look forward to serve you and be a part of your 

business. talk to us and we are more than glad to 

offer you the best we’ve got in bag.

drop us a line on info@promateworld.com

or
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